Introduction
The most wide-spread notation for process models is the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). With Oryx, we have a open-source modeling tool at hand that supports collaborative and web-based modeling of BPMN diagrams. Here, we show how automatic layout of diagrams can support the designer when starting to model a process in BPMN. We provide an automatic layout integrated into Oryx that computes a new layout for a given diagram considering BPMN drawing conventions, e.g. orthogonal edges, hierarchical structures, partitions, etc.
Oryx -A Web2.0-Based Collaborative Graphical Editor
Oryx (http://oryx-project.org) is an extensible framework for graphical modeling in the web browser. Using JavaScript and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), Oryx uses modern web technologies that realize a similar user experience like a classical modeling tool that runs on the desktop. The application is loaded into the browser whenever a graphical model is opened for editing.
In Oryx, each artifact is identified by a URL, so that models can be shared by passing references, rather than by exchanging model documents as email attachments. Oryx follows the Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural style, using the HTTP verbs GET, PUT, POST and DELETE for reading and updating models. This enables a highly scalable architecture, allowing for caching mechanisms at the protocol level.
The Oryx source code is available under an Open Source license and has become a widely used technology platform, especially in the Business Process Management (BPM) community. Here, process modeling using languages such as the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a central activity.
The Automatic Layout Algorithm and Integration into Oryx
Our layout approach for support of automatic layout in ORYX is developed by extending previous works on layout techniques adoptable for BPMN [1, 2] . The layout is computed on BPMN diagrams that are based on a graphs. An automatic layout approach for BPMN-graphs has to support the drawing conventions that represent specific layout requirements of the BPMN notation. In our case, specfic layout requirements are: (b) The resulting process diagram of (a) after our approach is applied. The drawing conventions of BPMN are fulfilled.
-Elements have different sizes.
-We have to consider partitions, e.g. (collapsed/expanded) pools and swimlanes. -Subprocesses may be nested and edges can start/end at a subprocess. This concept corresponds to graph clustering. -Handle labels of pools, swimlanes, elements and edges.
Since BPMN-graphs are usually drawn using orthogonal routes for edges, we use an orthogonal layout approach for calculating the initial layout of a given BPMN-graph.
Our layout approach employs the implementation described in [3] that incorporates different constraints needed for the automatic layout of activity diagrams which are related to business process diagrams. The supported constraints include partitions (a generalization of swimlanes), clusters (subprocesses/groups) as well as a common workflow direction of edges which is especially important for such diagrams. Used techniques are based on Sugiyama's algorithm [4] and the Topology-Shape-Metrics (TSM) approach [5] . All layout requirements and drawing conventions demanded by BPMN models can be satisfied. Further details of this implementation can be found in [2] .
For the integration of the layout implementations into Oryx, a wrapper was implemented in JAVA that offers interfaces for the connection to the JavaScript-based BPMNeditor Oryx and support of its diagram model.
